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The S tacking . Fault Energy of a Ag-In Alloy 
from N.ode Measurements 

by 

P. c. J. Gallagher 

UCRL-16479 

. Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
University of California, Eerkeley 

ABSTRACT 

Experimental measurements of the inscribed radius, the. outer 

radius and the character of extended nodes have been compared with the 

theoretical , predictions of the recent work by Irown1 (1964) , S iems2 (1964) 

.. and J(6ssang. et al. 3 (1965).. . The most comprehensive comparison has been 

made tt'or the two former theories, which.have been found to predict 

accurktely the observed node parameters. Within the range y/Gb < 10-2 
( 

the node method appears to be an excellent.means of determining the stacking 

fault energy. 

.... ;\.· 
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· I. INTRODU,~TION 

The stacking fault energy of a .face centered cubic metal is a parameter 

of considerable import~nce, in that lt determines the equilibrium separation 

of partial dislocations in metals and is thus a primary factor in governing 

the dislocation configurat.ions which develop. In addition, the stress 

corrosion properties of alloys may b<2 closel! related to the stacking 

fault energy (Robertson and Tetelman, 41962) although a detailed interpretation 

capable of correlating all the exper:·.mental results has not yet been 

obtained. 

Although the importance of the :;tacking fault energy {y) has been 

appreci~ted since Heidenreich and Shockle;(l948) showed that dislocations 

in f.c.c. metals will generally split into two partials separated by a 

band qf faulted crystal, there is still some controversy concerningthe 
' 

absolute magnitude of y in some mate1·iaJ.s. There is no shortage of methods 

· of determining y for the magnitude of the stacking fault energy is of · 

such basic importance in describing the mechanical properties of a metal 

that a wide range of measurables may be more or less directly related toy. 

A review of many of these techniques has recently been made oy Christian 

and Swann 6(1964). In addition, Gallagher7(1964) and Smallman8(1965) 

have examined a number of published results, particularly for copper, 

gold and silver pointing out that many of.the values quoted in the 

literature are doubtful due to subsequent developments in the theories 

relating the measured crystal prope'rties to the stacking fault energy. 

As far, as possible it is· de'sirable that the following conditions 

should be satisfied when making determinations of the stacking fault energy •' 
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The~measurable parameter should be strongly dependent on y. 
• (' C"'- f\iY V./',.., 

The! dependence of_ the measurable on y--should be as direct 

as possible so as to minimize the intervening theory. 

·. ( 3) The:c theory relating the measurable to y should have been 

rigorously developed. ~"""·""·""'"' 
(4) The~measurable shouldbe easily defined and. be accurately 

measured, with a minimum of subjectivity. 

(5) The:method should preferably be applicable to metals and alloys 

over a wide range of the stacking fault energy. 

(6t Specimen preparation and experimental procedure should if 

po$sible be simple and rapid. 

It.is suggested by the fact that· a wide range of techniques have 

been employed that the above conditions are not· completely satisfied by 

any one of them. In attempting to evaluate. the respective worth of the· 
' .r . . 

various approaches it is convenient to make a distinction between those 
i; 
i 

which involve macroscopic measurements· of"crystal. properties, and those 

which depend Jupon ~-direct examination of' defects within the. crystal .• 

The former category includes determinations from the strairi-rate dependence . 
-:·· . . 

of ';3· (e.g. Peissker,9 1965), from an examination of' rolling textures 

(Dillamore et al. } 0 1964), by measu·ring· x-ray peak shifts (Vassamillet and 
·. . ll . . . . ~ 

Massalski, 1963), or from the stored energy following cold work (Holt, 

1965). All these methods are limited with respect to condition (2) above, 

and, in addition, condition (3) is not always well satisfied. Because 

of these basic limitations the present author feeis that the most reliable 

determinations of the stacking fault energy can be made at the present 

time :from ob;frervations at. the microscopic level. 

It is well known that the nature of the dislocation distribution in 

.-
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metals changes from a cell structure when the stacking fault energy is 

high, to co-planar groups for .low stHcking fault .. energy. This variation is. 
. . ·., 

related to the ease with which dislocations may cross-slip,· and a qualitative 

"'/ estimate of the magnitude of y may bE! made simply by inspection; of the 

general dislocation arrangements. 

In addition, the nature of vacancy clusters arid some spec~'fic 

dislocation interactions can be used to obtain. a much more quantitative 

determination of the stacking fault Energy. By comparing the shrinkage 

rate of faulted and unfaulted loops Kannan and Thomas1~1965), and Edington 

and SmallmaJ~1965) have determined the stacking faUit energy of Al and 

Al-Mg alloys. This technique is particularly usefUl in that it is 

applic:able to metals of high stacking fault energy. Czj zek et al.J5 ( i962) 

relate'p, the stacking fault energy to stability criteria for vacancy 

tetrahedra and planar configurations, and their theory has been used for 

' ' ( 16 64,' 17 64:). a number of qeterminations of y e.g. Seeger, 19 ; Loretto et al. , 19 it~ 

More recently it has been suggested (Humble, Segall and Head, to be publi~hed; 

see Loretto et al. ,171964) that Czjzek et al. 's theory predicts values of 

y that are too low. Difficulties exist in quenc_J:ling methods due to the 

large effect of quenching conditions . (
1
plastic deformation. during the 

quench, for instance; .see Cotterill and Sega1:1,1li963). 

Whe1an:9(1959) was the first to show that extended three-fold nodes 

. can provide a direct measure of the stacking fault energy of a crystal. 

Early measurements on extended node~ observed in transmission electron 

microscopy by Howie and Swann~l961) and Siems et al~(l961) confirmed that 

y could be readily determined in thiS way. Subsequent theor.etical 
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treatments have shown that a carefu:_ consideration must be made both 

of the interaction between the pa.rt:~al dislocations in the node, and of. 

the variation of the line energy of the dislocations with character. 

Contributions to this specific probJ.em have been made by Brownl ( 1964) '· 

Siems2 (1964) and J¢ssang et al. ,3 ( 1965). For metals of reasonably low. 

stacking fault energy· the node meth('d now appears to be the most favorable, 

its only major limitation being witb respect to condition (5). 

It is the purpose of the preser.t paper to compare experimentally 

measured node parameters (e.g. inscribed radius (width), outer radius, 

equilibrium partial separation, character) with the predictions of the 

various theories relating them both to one another and to the stacking 

fault energy. The present comparison of experiment and theory is.undertaken 

as a prelude to an investigation of the stacking fault energy in .a number 

of alloys, .. so. that the accuracy and limitations of the node method may be 

clear. 

In the next· sections the predictions of the published theories 

relating y to the node parameters are considered, the experimental results 

which have been obtained will be presented, and the agreement with 

experiment of the present theories will be discussed. 

II. The Relationships bet',;een Hade Parameters 
and the Stacking Fault Energy 

Figure 1 shows the notationwhich is used to describe the conveniently 

measurable parameters of a node. 19 
1-Thelan.' s (1959) theory considered the 

equilibrium' of the partial dislocations to result from a force.Gb2/2R 

per unit length due to the line tension (the line tensid,n is taken as 
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· Gb2 /2; b is the Burgers 1 vector of the partial.· dislocation, and R its 

radius of curvature), opposing a force y per unit length from the stacking 

fault. On this basis 

y = Gb2/2R (1) 

but some of the limitations of Eq_. (l) were removed in the formula used 

m· 
by Howie and Swann (1961), 

. y = Gb2 ln (R/e:)/47rKR (2) 

where . e: is the cut-off radius ("' b) a.nd K has the value 1 for a screw 

node, .and (1 - \1) for an edge node ( Ln Fig. 1, a = 0 for a screw node, 

a= 90° for an edge node). Brown1 (1964) in a reiterative numerical 

solut.ion of the problem of node shap·~ made ailowance both for the variation 

of line. tension with node character, and for the interaction of the 

partials, and related both w and R to the stacking fault energy. Using: 

the same notation as employed ear lie:~, with \1 as Poisson 1 s ratio, the 

following equations are from Brown and Tholerf2( 1964). 

Siemi ( 1964) improved on the ea.l~lier theory of Siems et e.1 fl.( 1961) 

. by allowing for the variation of- line energy with dislocation character, 

and obtained analytical solutions for the width of the node (w) and for its 

· outer radiu,s (R). In the present notation Sieml (1964) equations are, 
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Gb 2 '¥! \) 
( 3 cos2a + 1 l [l + ,; 1n (R/e:). R = 4Tiy (1-v) \ 1. d 2 e 

w-~ --J3 
( 5) 

R = -:--ik---{3 [ 1 + 5v cos2a ~ 1n (R/e:) 
0J3w _ l) ("2.:-v(l + cos2a) e 

d 

(6) 

and from Read f31953, 

Gb2 2 ~ v(l + 2 cos2a) 
d = 8ny 1 - \1 

(7) 

':'hus, measurements of R and w lead to a determination of the stacking 

fault energy, while the character of the node, a, and the appropriate 

values of G and v must be known. The value of R need only be known 

approximately as long as w is measur.ed accurately, since· the expressions 
t 

(3) -+(6) are relatively insensitive to the log term. The uncertainty in 

the magnitude of the cut-off radius, e:, (usually taken as of the order Of 
/. 

:s 
the Burgers' vector of the partial dislocation, b) makes the ratio R/e: 

unknown to within a factor 'V2 even if R is known with considerable accuracy. 

P.ccently, a third independent comprehensive treatment of the relatibn

ship between node parameters and y hs.s been published by J¢ssang et al? (1965). 

They approximated the true node shape using doubly angular dislocations, 

and calculated the· minimum energy co:1figuration. To determine the·· 

stacking fault· energy their relationships require a measurement of w, the 

inscribed radius, together with a, and d if possible. They do not relate 

R to y which makes it more difficult to establish the accuracy of their 

results experimentally, ·since in met:1ls d cannot usually be measured in 
0 

the range d 'V 50 -+ lOOA, because the dislocation image widths are of the 

same order •. 
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. Thus, lve have the choice of three sophisticated r~lationships 

between node parameters andy, and ~n obvious first step is to investigate 

their consistency, one with another. To do this the following procedure 

has been followed. A series of imaginary but typical metals have been 

defined, for each of which G = 2.5.l;J11 dynes/cm2 and the partial Burgers,' 

0 
vector, b = 1. 5A = the cut-off radius, e. In Table I calculations have 

been made for screw nodes on the theories indicated, for values of Poisson's 

ratio v = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. In each case two node sizes have been 
0 0 

considered, R = 500A and lOOOA, and to illustrate the theoretical 
.0 

predictions.for a wider range of R, H = 2000A is considered for v = 0.4. 

The comparison has been made for screw nodes since most experimentally 

observed nodes have characters close.to this, the minimum energy configuration~ 

' ' 20 
As can be seen from Eq. (2) the relationship usedby Howie.and Swann 

(1961) is independent of v for screw nodes. For the theory of Brown, and 

that of Siems, y can be calcul!ited both from R and from w. Accordingly \ 

y is in each case determined from the values of R (Eqs. 3, 5, .and 6) and 

then in the formula relating y to w, the value of y ju'st determined is 

used to discover what w would be for that particular node (using Eqs .. 4, 

5 and 6 ). It is interesting to compare the tabulated values of R, y 

and w from the Brown and Siems theorjes; for all values of v, R/w is the 
0 . 0 

same within 3% for R = 500A, and within 6% for R = lOOOA. The magnitudes 

of· Y determined from the identical v:oclues of R, and almost identical values 

of w, are, however, consistently loi-TE·r on Siems' theory. With R =. 5005{ 

and 1·0005{, for v = 0.2, y is 14% lowe·r, for v = 0.3, y is 10.5% lower, 

and for v = 0.4, y is 7.7% lower, while for v 
0 

= 0.4 and R = 2000A, y is 
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5.8% lower. 

Since the theory of J~ssang et al. relates only vl to 'Y' the values of 

w derived from Brown's theory (unbracketed in Table I) have been used to 

calculate values of 'Y· We see that the results thus obtained, are 

consistently 22% lower than those calculated after Brown. We also see, 

as Brown (-1964) has pointed out, that Howie and Swann's theory in the 

case of screw nodes leads to lower predicted values of 'Y than are 

correct. Contrary to the statement of J~ssang et al. (1965), it is 

clear that Howie and Swa~n's published results underestimated the correct 

values of 'Y· 

It is satisfactory that the independent calculations of Siems and 

Brown, in the one case analytical and the other numerical, should give 

predicted values of 'Y that differ only within the limits mentioned 

above. The results calculated from all three theories show a consistent 

·variation of 'Y with node parameters, although the absolute values are 

somewhat different. Rather than attempt an appraisal of the theoretical 

techniques employed by the above authors, an experimental survey has 

been made of a relatively low stacking fault energy silver-indium· 

alloy (e/a ~ 1.23). The principal measurements made have been of the 

inscribed radius, w, the character of the node, a, and wherever possible, 

of R, the outer radius .. Attempts have also been made to measure d, the 

equilibrium separation of the partial dislocations, and the difficulties 

involved in these measurements wiil be mentibned below. By choosing an 

alloy of low stacking fault energy the nodes were sufficiently large to 

enable the measurements to be made with small percentage error. 
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III. Experimental Procedure and Res~ts, 
and Comparison 1-lith the Tl::eory of Bro·..rn (1964) 

The silver-indium alloy was prepared from high purity oxygen free 

elements. Subsequent analysis by Johnson and Matthey showed that the 

indium·content was 12.5 wt.%, and that :C 1 p.p.m. of Cu, Fe, Mg and Th were 

present. Gas analysis indicated an oxygen content of 3 p.p.m. The alloy', 

sealed in an evacuated Vycor capsule was quenched into water, and after 

cold-rolling to a thickness rv7 mils .. ras homogenized at 500°C for 48 hrs. 

After light deformation in torsion t:1e strips were thinned for electron 

microscopic examination. The rollin.~ texture led to specimen normals 

close to [110], and nodes were photo;_;raphed in bright field using either 

002 or 111 type reflections. A [·111] specimen normal is more convenient in 

that ~the nodes lie in ·the plane of ti1e foil, thus being less susceptible 

to dikturbance by the foil surfaces, and also making a projection correction 

unnecessary. However, by taking pic~;ures with the foil normal always 

close to [110] the same correction factor (rvlO%) applied to all the nodes. 

In order to determine the node Jlara."!leters with the best possible 

accuracy particular attention 1vas de,,oted to photographic procedure and 

improvements in measuring devices. ;:t was found that the optimum microscope 

magnification was x20,000, and so thai. ;the node character, a, could be 

determined diffraction patterns were always taken. For the exa"'lple shown 

in Fig. 2 the specimen normal is clo,.e to [110], .and the operative 

reflection is 002, so that a may be t;nambiguously obtained from one 

photograph. Due to the reflecting ccnditions g.b = 0 for one node arm, 

and from the contrast in the node network it is clear that arm B is the 

one in question. Since the traces of' [Oll], [101] and of [101], [011] 
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coincide the node character nay now lJe determined irrespective of whether 

the node lies on the (111) or (IIl) plane. In this case, aA = 14°, 

aB = 19° and aC = 23°, vrhich is typical of the accuracy of the character 

determinations which have been made. 

The effect of variations in the imaging conditions has also been 

examined. Using the 002 reflection, six pictures were taken of the s~~e 

nodes considerably varying s, the deviation from the Bragg position, and, 

although the quality of the pictures w-as markedly affected, in the ti-ro 

cases investigated the inscribed radius was constant to within ±7%. A 

more·detailed investigation utilizing dark field is planned, since·the 

effect of image width is of hnport anc e particularly when the inscribed 

radius! of small nodes is being measured. 

For the large nodes fou::1d in the present alloy, the node radii 
\ 

(inscribed and outer) were measured by projecting ·an image of the original 

plate on to the screen of a Vanguard :"1otion Analyzer, at a further 

magnification of from x2.5 to xl6. This instrument is equipped with 

cross wires enabling translations to be measured to 0.001" in two directi6ns 
' ' 

at right angles, and is particularly aseful for measurements of this kind. 

For the smaller nodes found in alloys of higher stacking fault energy an 

i11termediate negative is prepared fro:n the original plate at a further 

magnification of xl7. 5, so that emplo;,ring the Vanguard the nodes may be 
; 

examined at a total magnification of up to 5 million. In this way, 
; 

inscribed radii as small as 70it, and outer radii of 300i have been 
i .. 

measured with a reproducibility of better than 10%. It is worth pointing 

out that one of the few advantages of measuring R rather than w is that 
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the image_ width of the partials does not affect the accuracy of the deter-

mination, whereas for small nodes pa:·ticularly it is important to correct 

the measured value of vr. Measuremen".:; of a small node 1 s inscribed radius 

to ±10% does not, therefore, imply t:1at y is at once known to the same 

accuracy. 

It has been found that using the geometrical theorem illustrated in 

Fig. 1. r..c.:tuely, 

2 z = (2R -.. x)x (8) 

leads to a much less subjective deter:r.ination of the outer radius, R; 

The lengths 2z and x can be measured in the present apparatus with considerable 

accuracy and reproducibility, and the method has beenfound to be much 

superior to attempting to fit a circJ.e to the curved part of the node. 
1 

Care ~ust be taken in choosing the clcord length, 2z, so as to include only 

the curved section of the partials '.-lltich approximates closely to a circle. 

Clearly, a compromise must be reachec•_, since for a short chord length the 

measurement of x particularly is subject to large errors. 

Accurate measurements of R are Essential if the theoretical predictions 

of Brown, and of Siems are to be invEstigated. That this is the case is 

illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows tte variation of yR/Gb 2 , yw/Gb 2 and 

R/w as a function of node cLc-c:::':::.ctc!", ~z, cc.lculated from Brown 1 s theoretical 

relationships. As can be seen from Eqs. (3) and (4), vand'R/e: must be 

known to make these plots. The relationships between v, G, and the 

elastic constants are those of Aert.'s et al. ,~1962, and the elastic constants 

for Ag-In alloys have been takenfrom Bacon a~d Smith~51956. The value of 

R used in the term log 'R/E: is the mea.n. det-ermined from all the measurements 
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Figure 3 illustrates well why the inscribed radius, -vr, is the best 

node parameter to measure in that it is practically independent of node 

character. On the other hand, R varies by a factor ~2 from scre>v to 

edge character, and the character of each node which is used must be 

determined with accuracy, due to this dependence of R on a. A limitation 

on the comparison of theory -vri th experiment is that in the present -vrork 

nodes have only been found in the range of character, a= 0 to a= 40° 

(marked in Fig. 3). 2 
In order to test the theory measurements of ~R/Gb 

and/or R/w are required as a function of character. Brown's theory predicts 

a decrease of -2'J'/o in -yR/Gb
2 

and R/w from a = 0 to a = 40°. Similar· 

predictions are made by Siems theory so that our main concern is to 

egtablish how accurately the Brown-Siems theories fit the experimental 

results, and good absolute agreement will indicate that their theories 

are preferable to that of J~ssang et al., on account of the systematic 

discrepancies to be found in Table I. 

Figure 4 illustrates the distribution ofnode character determined 

experimentally for this alloy. Forty two nodes have been used to determine 

w, the mean value of the inscribed radius, and the character has been 

unambiguously obta·ined for 38 of these as shown in the figure. Only the 

ten best nodes have been used for measurements of the outer radius, R. 

In taking measurements of the three outer radii it has been found that, 

having allowed for projection effects, very few of them are completely 

symmetricaL Due to this, they are, of course, not completely described oti 

by the theories, in which the calculations are for minimum energy configuration 
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/ 

symmetrical nodes. It is clear frorr. Fig~ 4 that the nodes which have 

been investigated do not behave ideally as described by the theories since 

the peak in the distribution as a function of a does.not occur at a= 0, the 

screw orientation. Screw nodes are, however, the minimum energy configuration, 

and the results seem to imply that the nodes are prevented from reaching 

their most favorable equilibrium configuration by internal stresses, 

more particularly due to pinning of the dislocation lines which.have 

joined to form them, or, as proposed by Iv1cLean
26

(1963), and discussed 

further· in the light of evidence from heating experiments in Cu-7. 3% .CU. 

. by Christian and Swann6(196h), as a result of a solute impedance force. 

That the screw node is not the most i'requently observed has also been 

found• by Ericsson
2
11965) in 67% Co/33% Ni for whi.ch: at 310°C the median 

value':of a was ""30°, while none of the nodes were within 10° of pure 

screw orientation. In work to be pu~lished by the present author, a 

variation of a was observed •·.rhile a specimen of Ag-12. 5% In was heated in 

the electron microscope, w·i th some n::lde arms rotating 15 - 20°. In addition, 

irreversible collapse of extended di3locations occurred. It is proposed 

to examine such changes in detail in order to separat·e the possible contribu-

tions to the non-symmetrical shape d:.le to dislocation pinning, from internal 

stresses, and image forces near the :foil surface, from solute impedance 

and in some cases from anisotropy. ) . 

However~ despite the indication::; that the nodes generally observed 

cannot be f~lly described on the assumption that they are in the equilibrium 

' lowest energy configuration the comparison with theory which is to be made 

should ena"l!>le the probable magnitude of the deviation to·. be estimated. 
.,. 
'/, 
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Figure 5 illustrates th'e measurements made of w as a function of a. 

0 

Less than half a dozen of the values lie more than ±120A from w, and the 

0 

standard deviation about the mean is only l5A. As one expects from the 

theory, w has no obvious dependence on a, although the spread is too 

large to claim this with complet"e confidence. 

Figure 6 shows the determinations of R as a function of a. Once again 

the spread is such that one can clai~ no more than that the experimental 

points are consistent with the theories of Brm-m, and Siems, and that· the 

agreement is good considering the di~ficulty attached to measuring R. 

Apart from two rather high values, tje poi~ts lie close to the theoretically 

predicted curves, and show the required systematic decrease in R with 

incre11sing a. 

figure 7,. in which R/w is plott,:;d against a, affords the best test 
i 

of the theoretical predictions, sine,~ the ratio of the tvro radii R and · 

w shows fewer of the fluctuations caused by abnormally large or small 

nodes in Figs. 5 and 6. It is satis:::,actory that both the absolute magnitudes 

of the experimentally determined rat:Lo and its variation with a are in 

good agreement with theory. The values of R/w (screw) from experiment 

and theory are in agreement to better than 2.5%. Once again the theoretical 

curve of Siems lies close to that of Brown, indicating as one might 

expect from Table I that, especially for alloys with a large Poi~son's 
I 

ratio, both the theories describe th~:: node configuration accurately. The 

present results, in conjunction with the comparisons made previously by 

Brown and T~olen ~1964, .and Loretto~81964, provide strod,g evidence for the 
I 

validity of the theories of B::·mm a!"'"c: Sie.-ns in determining stacking fault 

·' 
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energies. 

It does appear, however, from the systematic discrepancies in Table I, 

and the good absolute agreement of the experimental results vlith the theories 

of Brown, and Siems, that J~ssang et al. 's theory provides a slightly less 

accurate relationship between node parameters and the stacking fault energy. 

· This appears to stem from the fact that J~ssang et al. related ~ to a 

configuration of straight dislocation segments which differed sufficiently 

from the true node shape to effect the contributions from the interactions 

between partials, and from the variation of line tension with character. 

It is particularly pleasing in Fig. 7 that the experimental ratios 

R/w are in such close absolute agreement with those predicted by theory. 

Although R/w is not excessively dependent on node configuration, it could 

nevertheless be affected by, for instance, a solute impedance force. An 

estimate of the magnitude by which R/w could be changed by such a force 

is readily obtained, and we shall make a calculation for a node typical of 

those in the present work. Using the notation of Fig. 1, the effect of 

solute impedance is to alter the relative magnitudes of w and x in the 

sum (w + x) through a variation in the position of the partial dislocation, 

while we may consider the position of the node arms to be unaltered, 

although z may change due to the altered curvature of the. partials. Using 

Eq. (8) we have 
2 

oR= l/2(~~) oz + l/2(- z2 + 1) ox (9) 
X 

In a typical case, for R/w = 5.2 the chord measured will haye 2z - 4w 

and x·- o.4w. Thus, oR =·5oz- l2ox, and we find, 
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o(R/1-r) = ox/v; (R/vr ·- 12) + 56z/w. (10) 

where ox and oz are both positive. '.2he extent to which R/w will be 

altered from its value in the absence of a solute impedance force clearly 

depends on the relative magl1i t:.ud.es c f ox and oz. · If, as one limiting 

case, we take cz = 0, i.e. the chan£e in node shape is only marked near the 

center of the partials, then even fer a small change ex = 0 .hr, we find 

from Eq. (10) that c(R/w) = -0.7. ;-;.:;,~rever it is also clear from Eq. (10) 

that c(R/';r) = 0, if for ox = O.lw we also have &z = O.l4w. It is by no 

means obvious, therefore, that distot·tion of the node will result from a 

solute impedance force, but a series of pictures under identical diffracting 
;J·" 

cond:i/t1ons on the same node after various annealing treatments should 

revea~ more information. 
i 

Although it is clear that force3 other than those allowed for in the 

theory are operative (evidence from lack of complete syn~etry of nodes, and 

their distribution as a function of ~haracter) it appears that their effect 

is not sufficient to prevent the maj>n predictions of thetheory (Figs. 6 

and 7) from being met experimentally. 

It is possible, of course, that ·forces are present which change the 

scale of the node without influencin,:; the absolute magnitude of R/lv, or 

the variation with character of R, w and R/w, and in such a case the value 

of y calculated on the present theor~es will be incorrect. It is not 

immediately obvious what the effective magnitude of the stacking fault 

energy will be as far as the mechani·.~al properties of a• crystal are 

concerned in the presence of a solut .. , impedance force. The fact that only, 

a small temperature dependence of ,
3 

has been observed in Cu-Ge, Cu-Ga, 
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Cu-Zn and Ni-Co alloys (Haas en and K~.ng~9'1962; Thornton, Mitchell and 

. . 30 31 !b.rsch, 1962; Pfaff, 1962) suggests, hmvever, that the short-range 

solute impedance force is rela.tively ineffective. For a gliding dislocation 

the force will be in the sa....,e direction on both partials. The most 

meaningful value of y will therefore be determined on nodes which have 

been annealed following formation in order to eliminate the solute 

impedance force. 

Before going on to calculate y from R and w, a comment is necessary 

on the measurements of d, the equili'eorium separation of the partial 

dislocations in the node arms. No previous measurements of this parameter 

appear to have been published for metals. Using Eq. (7) , the expected 

variation of d with node character, a, can be plotted.' for various values 

of y. \A microdensitomer was used to determine d, a number of traverses 

being made on each node arm. The meesured values of d. were much higher 

than expected for the knm·rn value of y. To vrithin the rather large ·· 

experimental e:.:cor they did, however, show the expected variation with a.,' 
0 

and have the expected absolute magnitude if a constant amount, 75A was . . ' 

subtracted from each value. In Fig. 7, (d ·- 't /rr) measured o is plotted, 

with t the extinction distance for the operative reflection, and t /rr is 
0 0 

the approximate amount by 1-rhich the dislocation image exceeds the separation 

of the partials. 6 ince t /rr is the :-:J.aximum image width·, Vhelan ,3~959 .) 
0 . 

; 0 

For the 002 ahd lll reflections used, t/rr "' 75A, and thus., having made 

some allowance for the breadth of the image, reasonable agreement with 

theory is o'dt~ined. It appears, however, that d cannot be a good parameter 

in metals, due to the difficulty in obtaining accurate me.asurements, and 
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the large fractional size of corrections 1-1hich must be made. 

IV. Calculation of y from the Present Results 

The inscribed radius, w is the [?arameter from ·which y:is most readily 
0 

calculated, and w = 412 ± 15A. In a.:~C.ition, on .the theories of Brown and ,. 

Siems, y may be obtained from the irciividual values of R and a. No 

correction has been made for the ims.:;~,,~:f:idth pending a more complete 

investigation, since good agreement ·1as been obtained between y determined 

i' 
'from "Vr and R, indicating that the relatively small correction needed in 

w may be compensated forvwhen measuring the node. Table I indicates 

that v need only be kno<rn to ±Q. 05 · i :1 order ~o determine y to within 10%--
.:,_ .. 

it is usually known with. cc)nsiderabl:r more precision than this. The value 

I . 
of th~ appropri~t.e s'hear modulus can lOt always be obtained f_or alloys 

from ~ata in. th~ lit~rature, but an :lpproximate value can be obtained 

from measurements of the Young's modulus, together with a comparison of 

the moduli of the.a~loying elements. 

The magnitude of the cut-off radius, e, can only be estimated, and 
,.:··-. 

is of the :orger· o:f the partial Burge::-s' 'vector. b. fiJ variation in' e by 
;".":":· 

a factor o:f 4 varies the calculated ·ralue of y by "-20%. In Table II the 

stacking fault energy is tabuJ.ated a:> determined from the three. recent 

theories, for three values of the cut-off radius. 

Both Siems' and Browns' theorie:: give results in good agreement ·. 
from calculations using the outer radius, R. For instance, on Brown's theory 

I . 2 
for e = b, y = 5. 67 ergs/ em . It ap}'ears, therefore, from the excellent 

I 

agreement in Table II that ·ooth Brmm 's and Siems' theories can be used 

with confidence in evaluating y. 
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'I'able II 

The Stacking Fault Energy Deter:nined from Radius Measurements 

I 
y (Brown) 

I 
(Siems) y (J¢ssang et al.) 

I 
y 

ergs/em 
2 ergs/em 2 ergs/em 

2 
1 
; 

e: = b 
I I 

5.55 ! 5.47- I 4.6 I 
I 
! 

5.98 

I 
6.00 5.1 

6.41 6.52 5.5 e: = b/4 
1 
' -

As far as· the random errors in ~;he present 1wrk are concerned, y has . 

been determined with some accuracy by making measurements on a large 

number of nodes. In addition good data,have·been used for G and\), 

Possibilities of further 
:t'! '- .· 

err.or ·arise from the magnit~de of e:, and from a 
' ~ ' . 

systematic error of some sort in· ·the node measurements, . e.g .. ,effect of 
·~ ' 

diffraction contrast on node image s:ize, ·uncertainty in original plate 

magnification, film shrinkagr:-, in?.::·:)l i C':J.bility of theory due to further 

effects as discussed earlier. 

Taking e: = b as the most reasonEble val•ue of the cut-off radius, the 

. 2 
results indicate that y =,5;6 ± 0.3 Ergs/em is not unduly optimistic. 

! ... 

If allowance is made .'for a rather smeller value of the cut-off radius being 

possible, then it is mo"re reason~ble to ,,quote y "' 6.0 :t: d.7 ergs/cm2 . 
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In conclusion it is appropriate to comment on the extent to vhich· 

the node method satisfies the conditions suggested earlier. 

The strength of the dependence of y on R and w is clear fro~ Table I,· 

and is satisfactory. 

The dependence of the node pararr..:oters on y is certainly direct in 

that the area and the shape of the faalt depends only on the equilibrium 

bet>.,reen the repulsive and attractive 'f'orces. An annealing treatment may 

be necessary in some alloys to elimin?.te the solute impedance force so 

that the most meaningful value of '( is determined. 

That the theory rel~ting the measura.bles to y 'is rigorous has been 

demonstrated in the present work. Further work is, however, necessary 
.. _ ~-

-"1('·•· l 
to und;erstand the reasons for the deviations from complete agreement 

\ 
. \ 

with theory• 

The inner radiu~ .of a node can be defined and measured with ease, and 

although measurement of R is JT!.ore difficult it is nevertheless a reasonably . 

good parameter. 

A limitation of the method is that nodes are visibly extended only 

at relatively low stacking fault enersies. The upper limit may be defined 

as the value of y at which vr equals the dislocation image width,· "-t /-rr. 0 . 

Thus, from Brown's theory, in general 

(11) 

-8 and for w"' t /n, and b "'1.5.10 em, when low order reflections are used 
,0 

the node me~hod is useful up to y , wher.e max 

Ymax · -3 
-- 'V 10 .. 10 Gb (12) 
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Table I 

y As Determined after Hmrie and S1·rann (1961), Brovm (1964), Siems (1964) and .J¢ssang et al. (1965) 

\) = 0.2 

\) = 0.3 

\) =- O.ll· 

... ., . .__ 

All calculations are for: 

11 . 2 
G = 2.5.10 dynes/em 

screw nodes (a = 0) 

After Hovrie and· S;-rann After Bro;m and Siems;t 

0 
partial Burgers' vector, b = 1.5A 

0 
cut-off radius £ = b = 1.5A 

After J0ssang et al. 

F . ·---
y y 

I 
0 f 

y 

I 

t 
I 2 I em out 

6.2 -

3.5 

6.2 

3.5 

6.2 

3.5 

1.9 

d.' 

500 

1000 

500 

1000 

500 

1000 

2000 

( 
0 . 
A''· 

r (9.1) I 
I 

(5.3) 

( 11.5) 
··=--·~-

(6.3) 

(13.8) 

(1.6) 
(lL2) 

.c 'bed (fl.) I 

-- -· !-

.ll.. 2 I ("cl9) 116 I 
6.1 ( 239) 226 

' 12.8 (108) 0 108 

1.0 (216) 212 

14.9 (102) 100 

8.2 (203) 193 
h.45 ( t~03) 386 

*The values of y and w in parentheses are those calculated after Siems. 
·... ,. --· . r,. ~-;. tl::~*·.' -:~>-: -· 

••• '•. ~ .,:-, ~-' l . -

.--~-

. -~ .. 

... . 

<: 
CJ!l 

8 .. 6 
1+.8 

. 9-95 

5.45 

11.4 
.· 6.4 

3.5 

1 

I 
: 

I. 
N 
VJ 

<• 
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FIGUSE CAFl'IONS 

Figure 1. The parameters of an extended node. 

Figure 2. Character determination of an extended node. 

Figure 3. The variation of y?/Gb 2 , Rh:~ and-yw/Gb 2 with character for the 

present alloy, calculated :;.fter Brown. 

Figure 4. Node distribution as a fun::tion of character~ 

Figure 5. The measuremen~s of w, the inscribed radius. 

Figure 6. The theoretically :predicte.i variation of R with et, and the 

experimental· points. 

Figure 7. R/w vs. CL, experimental ani theoretical (after I:rown) 

Figure 8. The variation of (d - t /~ with node character. 
meas o .. 
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Node distribution vs d 
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Inscribed radius ( w) vs node character ( ct) 
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R /w vs node character 
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